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INTRODUCTION

Tli* following report Is based on the results of an electro 

magnetic surrey carried out by Sharpe Qeophysieal Surreys Limited, on a 

property of the Lanson Holdings, Big Duck Lake area, Thunder Bay District, 

Ontario, claim numbers 48851, 48852, 48853.

Surrey lines were out at 400* Interrals orer the land portion 

of this property, oriented true north-south and readings of electromagnetic 

tilt angles were made at 100* Interrals along these lines* Surrey lines at 

200' interrals were trarersed on the Big Duck Lake portion of the property*

The electromagnetic technique employed in this surrey entails 

the following:

A transmitter coil of wire is suspended so that its plane is 

vertical. An alternating current with a frequency of 1000 o.p.s* is passed 

through this coil. The coil is oriented so that its plane passes through 

the observer position. The observer tilts a "reoelrer" coil in the plane 

perpendicular to the line joining him to the transmitter until he detects a 

"null", or position of minimum signal* The tilt of the plane of the receiving 

coil at the "null" position is then recorded* Normally, in the absence of 

subsurface conductors, the tilt is zero, i.e., the null position is in the
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horizontal. However, the magnetic field, due to the transmitting coil 

(called the "primary field") oauses eddy currents to flow in subsurface 

conductors, and these eddy currents, in turn, give rise to "secondary" 

magnetic fields which distort the primary field. This distortion results 

in characteristic tilts of the null position out of the horizontal, and 

from the resultant electro-magnetlo tilt angles, the presence and position 

of the conductors may be deduced.

There is no simple relationship between the magnitude of the 

electro-magnetic tilt angles and the size and mineralization content of the 

causative conductor* For example, a shear zone, 100 feet wide, containing only 

a few percent of sulphides, may give rise to the same magnitude of the tilt 

angle aa a 10 foot zone of 403& sulphides or of an even smaller amount of well 

interconnected platy graphite. Much depends, also, on the position of the 

transmitter coil relative to the conductor*

This survey was initiated on March 20, 19541 and completed 

on March 30, 1954. 

LOCATION

This property consists of 3 claims lying on the south 

shore of Big Duck lake and joins on to United Montauban on the north-west 

comer. 

gSNERfll QSQLOOY

According to Bartley this property la underlain pre 

dominantly by Keewatin pillow lavas which have been intruded by Keweenawan 

diabase dikes and sills and by sills and larger masses of diorite and feldspar 

porphyry. The regional strike appears to b* east-north-east, and the dips are 

450-650 to the

x Bartley, M.W. "Geology of the Big Duck - Aguasabon Lakes Area", Ontario 
Department of Mines Report Vol XLIX, Part VII, 1940, 
particularly map 49K.



.north-west.

No mineralization haa been noted by Bartley within the survey 

area. However! the Estell showing, consisting of disseminated sulphides in sugarj 

quartz veins, occurs just north of the west end of Base Line #1. These veins 

have been reported to carry low gold values and appreciable copper concentrationsJ 

OSNBRAL OISOFHY.SIOAL CONCLUSIONS AND RSOOMMEtfMTIOyS

Two conductors of generally small electrical magnitude have been j 

indicated by the results of the present survey.

Conductor one has an apparent length of 1200* whereas oonduotoi 

two has 400* or more.

Judging by the magnitude of the observed tilt angle curves, 

it is likely that the source of the conductors is at best disseminated or poorly 

connected sulphide mineralization across relatively narrow width, (10* or less) 

in shear or contact zones. It therefore appears that none of the two conductors 

would be of any considerable economic importance for a base metal deposit. It 

ie recommended that the conductors be investigated geologically for possible 

gold potential. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The accompanying plan map ltt - 200* shows the distribution

of the electromagnetic tilt angles obtained from this survey and the conductors 

deduced therefrom.

Without exception these conductors are of small electrical 

magnitude, less than 120 peak-to-peak, and lie within 50' of ground surface.

In view of the shallow depth and low electrical magnitude 

of the conductors, it does not appear that we can hope for any important base 

metal sulphide deposits.
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Conductors one and two may ba aasooiated with intrusive dikaa or 

sil la, aa mapped by Bartley. This might have 0001101010 aignifioanea baeauea it 

has bean notad that gold values ara often associated with veins in intruaives in 

thia area.

In view of the great density of outcrop in thia area, it is 

probable that these oonduotora can be prospected by, at moat, a email amount of 

trenching.

"ISalter J. Sharpe"

. Walter J, Sharpe, 
President.

November 23, 1954.
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